How to Clean the Bathroom

The expectations for a clean bathroom are:

- WIPE DOWN COUNTER
  Using paper towels/rags & cleaner, wipe down entire counter.

- WIPE DOWN SINK
  Get rag wet and use cleaner to wipe down sink(s).

- CLEAN MIRROR
  Spray down mirrors with cleaner and wipe with paper towels.

- CLEAN FLOOR
  Pick up any trash, throw away and mop floor with cleaner.

- CLEAN TOILET
  Put gloves on, pour cleaner into toilet and let sit. Scrub down bowl of toilet, spray all areas of toilet and wipe down.

- CLEAN SHOWER/TUB
  With gloves still on, pour cleaner into shower/tub and let sit. Scrub down shower/tub and rinse with water.

- EMPTY TRASH
  Empty trash cans, re-line with new trash bag.

- REFILL TOILET PAPER
  Add toilet paper roll and bring in extra rolls.